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Welcome to the August 2014 edition of the
FINIA newsletter, keeping FINIA members up to
date with the current FINIA projects.
The next FINIA meeting will be held on
Tuesday 14 August at the Woocoo Community
Hall in Oakhurst, starting at 10am and
finishing at 1pm (a light lunch will be
provided) followed by a Fraser Island Marine
Debris Workshop from 1pm to 4pm.
Please email any agenda
contactFINIA@gmail.com

items

to

American bear researcher visits Fraser Island
Professor Hank Harlow, a bear researcher from the University
of Wyoming, visited the University of the Sunshine Coast (USC)
during June 2014.
Professor Harlow has been running the University of
Wyoming’s Research Station in the Grand Teton National Park
for the last twenty years.
Professor Harlow was invited to talk to Queensland Parks and
Wildlife Service (QPWS) rangers and Fraser Island Natural
Integrity Alliance members at the suggestion of his hosts at
the USC. Thank you to Dr Angela Wardell-Johnson for initiating
the visit.
Professor Harlow agreed that managing problematic humanbear interactions is transferable in many ways to QPWS
management of human-dingo interactions on Fraser Island,
and observed that many of the practises used are similar to
those used in the Greater Yellowstone.
He also noted that unlike bears, convincing people to stay away from dingoes and getting them to
understand that dingoes are not like your pets, but are wild carnivores that have danger associated with
their natural behaviour, are challenges in themselves. “Grizzly bear, you know that thing has got mischief in
mind, it can do some damage on you,” he said.
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During the presentation QPWS representatives outlined the four programs of
the Fraser Island Dingo Conservation and Risk Management Strategy, including
the key elements of the communication and education program which relate to
how to behave appropriately around wild dingoes.
Overall the exchange of information between Professor Harlow, QPWS, USC and
other invitees was highly informative and well received by all. A social lunchtime
barbeque at the end of the talk rounded off the morning’s discussions.
For information, new dingo signage has now been developed for key visitor
nodes, along island tracks, and at barge departure points to remind people how
to keep safe around dingoes and to better understand dingo ecology and
behaviour.
Moyra McRae, Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service
Progress Report on the George Haddock Track
The work on the barracks at Lake Allom is all but complete. The leaky roof has been fixed. Every door and
window has been fixed and the verandah levelled. A tank has been installed to supply drinking water. It is
a secure and comfortable base for volunteers to work from on other parts of the project. It is planned to
replace the water-damaged ceiling in the Common Room in week during October’s fourth and final working
bee of 2014 under the $25,000 QPWS Friends of Parks grant.
The Common Room will be eventually
available to hikers on the 52-kilometre
walking track. However it is hoped that the
remaining part of the barracks will have
wider use apart from accommodating
maintenance teams. These rooms can also
accommodate researchers, allowing them
closer access to study the most pristine
forests and lakes of Fraser Island and help
improve our understanding of them.
The two sheds are now also waterproof.
New roofs had to be placed on both and
both required new doors to secure them.
They are now both secure and already
storing our equipment and tractor that
has been purchased to assist with the
project.

QPWS delivers the tractor that will help develop and maintain the
George Haddock Track as well as new roofing iron to replace the
leaky roof of the tractor shed and other bulky supplies needed for
building renovations that volunteers couldn’t transport.

While until now work has been heavily focused on the buildings, the main efforts have now turned to track
clearing. In July, five Sinclairs reviewed the current state of the project and the degree of difficulty to finish
clearing the 52 kilometre track itself. They found that many former roads are overgrown with such dense
regrowth that they could only push through. In the southern stage they covered only 8 kilometres in 8
hours of hard walking.
Breakdown of the work to be done: between Lake Garawongera and Arch Cliffs:
 20.7 kilometres (8 sections) are already cleared and now only require on-going maintenance to
keep clear and open.
 10.9 kilometres (10 sections) require Native Title Approval
 3.6 kilometres (3 sections) of former roads that requiring clearing are currently isolated by Native
Title considerations.
 15.9 kilometres (9 sections) of accessible former roads still require clearing.
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Between 19-25 October FIDO and NPAQ will have another 20 volunteers to finish off the 2014 Friends of
Parks project which has so far contributed almost 1000 of on-ground hours (excluding travel time, and
breaks). There could have been 50 volunteers based on applications and inquiries but 20 is the maximum
that the resources allow. This workforce should get most of the 15.9Km that is possible cleared, although
the density of regrowth will make some sections very challenging indeed.
FIDO and NPAQ have planned further stages to complete the George Haddock Track but require approval
from QPWS and Native Title before they can proceed. However they have a formidable army of volunteers
waiting in the wings for when this approval might be forthcoming.
John Sinclair, Fraser Island Defenders Organisation
Rushed by Volunteers
When the word went out in May that volunteers were needed for just three specific weeklong working
bees on Fraser it wasn’t anticipated that the word would spread so far and so fast and produce such a
stunning response. The numbers who worked on the same projects in May and June have doubled for the
upcoming Spring working bees. What is more startling is that we could have had 50 volunteers to work on
the George Haddock Track if we had the resources to manage the required logistics.
FIDO’s formula for volunteers is gathering an ever-increasing response. FIDO asks all volunteers to enter
into a contract that they will contribute a minimum of 20 hours of work and in return FIDO provides basic
but comfortable accommodation on the island, all meals and transport between Brisbane and the island.
However, the winning attraction is that we
take the volunteers to experience as much
of the island as possible in the down-time.
We are now getting a number of
volunteers coming back for the fifth or
sixth time and many of the other
volunteers are turning up because they
are recruited by word of mouth from other
volunteers.
Volunteers are an invaluable resource that
can help achieve so much. However
volunteers need to be treated respectfully
and their efforts should be properly
recognized. FIDO is discovering an
incredible array of useful connections and
Volunteers clear a former road now heavily overgrown to
talents through our expanding network of
form a section of the George Haddock Track
volunteers. Even better many of the
volunteers are taking an on-going proprietorial interest in the island and the projects that they have been
involved with. That makes the current flood of volunteers even more welcome.
John Sinclair, Fraser Island Defenders Organisation
FINIA — a model for developing collaboration
John Sinclair has been invited to present an E-Poster and a You-Tube video as well as making a five minute
presentation to the once a decade World Parks Congress that will this year be held in Sydney from 12th to
19th November. He is going to develop his theme on the mutual benefit of collaborations and how FINIA
has played a seminal role in facilitating of a range of collaborations that have worked to the benefit of
Fraser Island.
Some of those collaborations described elsewhere in this newsletter. They include the NPAQ – FIDO QPWS collaboration to extend Fraser Island’s Great Walk, the many collaborations now operating to control
the spread of weeds on Fraser Island, and the collaborations to advance research and dissemination as
epitomized by the collaboration between the University of the Sunshine Coast, FIDO and FINIA. This is
helping the next Fraser Island conference to reach out to the widest possible audience.
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The theme presented to the World Parks
Congress demonstrates that with mutual
support more will be achieved and the will be a
better outcome for Fraser Island than when
each stakeholder operates independently. For
example, when the USC indicated that Dilli
Village was being underutilized as a Research
and Learning Centre FIDO has been able to assist
by drawing the attention of the hundreds of
MOONBI readers to this wonderful facility on
Fraser Island through a special Backgrounder
giving a history of Dilli Village since its
establishment in 1974.
FIDO is also most impressed its most recent
Collaboration in action - QPWS tractor cleaning up and
collaboration with the QPWS and Eurong Resort.
burying a nest of rubbish and weeds on public land at
There was a tangled and inaccessible nest of
Eurong making ongoing maintenance more effective.
weeds growing amongst rubbish on public land
just outside the boundaries of the resort. QPWS
sent over a tractor that buried the rubbish and now enables the resort and FIDO volunteers access to help
clean up the area of public land between Eurong’s two valleys.
John Sinclair, Fraser Island Defenders Organisation

Logo for Fraser Island’s World Heritage
FIDO has been engaged for several months now developing a logo that it is hoped will be used as
widely as possible to “badge” the island and to focus on the key element underlying its World
Heritage status, the soil profiles. The logo attempts to show the nexus between the development
and mass of the vegetation and with the depth of the “B” horizon in the soil profile. It is hoped
that this will focus wider public attention on the world heritage values of this amazing island
rather than only on its tourist attraction. When there is a consensus the finally agreed upon logo
will be placed in Wiki commons to be available to be freely used in any promotion of the island
and help people appreciate that there is more to the island than just dingoes, lakes and beaches.

NEW Member Feature: ECOllaboration
ECOllaboration is an Australian company based in Nambour, Queensland providing professional support in:
•
Ecological and Environmental Services;
•
Environmental Education;
•
Stakeholder Liaison; and
•
Community Development.
The ECOllaboration team consists of environmental professionals and administration staff with a passion
for the environment and sustainability.
We take pride in the vast experience, extensive knowledge and broad range of skills of our staff and ensure
this expertise is used to manage client satisfaction and environmental outcomes. Our team of experts has
over 30 years combined experience in the delivery of environmental management projects.
ECOllaboration has a proven track record of successful and timely completion of high quality projects due
to excellent communication leading to a clear understanding of client requirements, resulting in the best
environmental outcomes.
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Our key competitive advantage is the ability to integrate this wide range of skills into complete solutions.
This, coupled with vast experience in our areas of expertise, makes us ideally positioned to provide our
customers with tried and tested solutions and sound advice.
We are renowned for our innovative and economic environmental services, providing the right balance
between efficiency, cost effectiveness and scientific rigour. This will ensure that our work is robust,
economic and appropriate.
ECOllaboration is partnering with Queensland National Parks to deliver and expand existing volunteer
programs across parks and forests in South East Queensland. This collaboration will see ECOllaboration
recruit, train and manage volunteers for an estimated 20,000 hours of exciting new volunteer and
voluntourism projects that will assist front-line management of parks.
ECOllaboration, with our extensive experience in providing natural resource management volunteering
services in South East Queensland, will develop volunteer projects involving weed removal and
revegetation, staffing of visitor information centres and in maintaining walking trails and multi-use trails.
We will provide campground hosting at Fraser Island, Conondale National Park and Imbil, Jimna, Amamoor
and Brooyar State Forests.
Over the coming months there will be many exciting opportunities for existing and new volunteers to be
involved. Please look at our calendar for more information, subscribe to our newsletter or like our
Facebook page for updates on what will be happening.
Jacqui Smythe, ECOllaboration
Editor’s note: ECOllaboration were one of the two organisations that were successful (along with
Conservation Volunteers Australia) with a Friends of Park’s application to formally partner with QPWS to
expand and deliver volunteer programs such as camp ground hosts on Fraser Island.
Fraser Island May Council Inspections
Inspections in and around the Fraser Island townships are showing some great cooperation and progress
from most residents and communities in removing known weedy plants in gardens and surrounding areas.
Please remember that any plants brought in from outside Fraser Island can easily become weeds and
introduce seeds. They can also unwittingly carry alien ants, worms, microorganisms and other pests
detrimental to the ecology of Fraser Island such as Phytopthera cinnammomi.
Inspections carried out in May revealed the following pests to be on the lookout for:
 Kingfisher Bay
Small patches of giant Parramatta grass, fish bone fern, cobbler’s pegs and devil’s ivy (a variegated
scrambler).
 Eurong
Weeds found were Baleria repens, Mossman River grass, prickly pear, Easter cassia, ground asparagus
fern, siratro, Alternanthera brasiliana, painted spurge.
 Second Valley
Mother of millions, Easter cassia, live leaf, Baleria repens, Brazillian cherry, umbrella tree, ground
asparagus and climbing asparagus, yellow bells, glory lily, sisal, painted spurge and climbing cactus.
Very little Madeira vine seen.
 Orchid Beach
11 Ground asparagus fern were removed and several small patches of Mossman River grass, giant
Parramatta grass was sprayed. No sisal seen or mother of millions
 Happy Valley
Corky passion vine, green panic, broad leaved pepper, ground asparagus fern , painted spurge, Easter
cassia, blue morning glory, coastal morning glory, crab eye creeper, sisal and Brazilian nightshade.
Juliet Musgrave, Fraser Coast Regional Council
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Weeds of the Month – please keep your eyes open for these!
Mother of Millions and Live leaf (Declared class 2/restricted and local
law No. 3 in whole of Fraser Coast Region) Bryophyllum spp.
including, B.pinnatum, B.delagoense, B .fedschenkoi, Bx houghtonii
and others
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Is a succulent from Madagascar
Grey green tubular or “v” shaped leaves
grows 30-180cm tall
new plants grow from leaves or from seed
tubular bell shaped orange red flowers in Winter
all parts poisonous
found in older style gardens along foreshore and riverside
areas, often used as an
ornamental garden plant
control with registered herbicide or carefully remove by hand
and place in a bag for disposal.
Live leaf has a scalloped edged leaf and pink/green flowers in
Winter.
Instead plant River lily Crinum pedunculatum

Easter Cassia (Declared Local Law No. 3 on Fraser Island only) Senna
pendula var. glabrata
•
•
•
•

Native to tropical America
Rounded bush 1.5 to 5m
Mid green compound leaves and rounded leaflets
Yellow flowers Autumn and Winter

•
•

Produces rounded pea –like pods
Found in older style gardens and easily colonises disturbed
areas and invades bushland.
Control by removing and bagging seed pods, hand removing
seedlings and cut and paint
mature plants with a registered herbicide.
instead plant Beach Aspen Acronychia imperforata or Wallum
Banksia B.aemula, B.integrifolia

•



Pictured from top to bottom: Mother of Millions,
Live Leaf and Easter Cassia.
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FINIA Fraser Island Marine Debris Workshop
Thursday 14 August
Woocoo Community Hall, Oakhurst
1pm to 4pm
Fraser Island Natural Integrity Alliance (FINIA) is a collaboration of government agencies and nongovernment groups that share a mutual interest in protecting the natural integrity of Fraser Island.
To date our projects have mainly been addressing weeds and pests, but also improving awareness
of threats to the natural integrity of Fraser Island.
Once such threat to the World Heritage Area is marine debris which washes up on the island both
from the mainland and also from shipping.
Fraser Island is the largest sand island in the world. It is over 123 kilometres in length and 22
kilometres at its widest point, with an area of 184000 hectares.
Clean ups are an excellent opportunity for the
community to participate in activities to not
only improve the aesthetics of this
internationally significant site, but also on
species which rely on Fraser Island as habitat –
particularly shorebirds and marine turtles
which are known to ingest plastics.
It’s a busy space, but there’s always more to
do with a number of groups now monitoring
litter accumulation or conducting Clean Ups on
Fraser Island.
But what are the barriers that prevent more
clean ups from happening and how can we
maximise people’s time and effort to ensure
that your clean-up is effective?
Please join us for the FREE Marine Debris
Workshop (afternoon tea will be provided) and
be a part of the conversation as well as part of
the solution.

Did you know?









Every day, ships throughout the world jettison
5.5 million items of waste into the sea.
3 times as much rubbish is dumped into the
world's oceans annually as the weight of fish
caught.
Every year an estimated 7 billion tonnes of
rubbish enters the world's oceans.
An 8m Bryde's whale was found in QLD in 2000.
An autopsy found that the whale's stomach was
packed with 6m2 of plastic.
700,000 - 1 million seabirds are killed from
entanglement or ingestion each year.
Under international law (MARPOL 73/78
Convention) dumping plastic waste at sea is
prohibited. This is enforced in Australia with the
Protection of the Sea, Act 1983.
Facts from Clean Up Australia Marine Debris Fact Sheet
http://www.cleanup.org.au/PDF/au/cua-marine-debris.pdf

For more information, or to register, please contact Sue Sargent at the Burnett Mary Regional
Group on (07) 4181 2999 or sue.sargent@bmrg.org.au
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Sand, Sea and Sun: 2015 Fraser Island Conference
Since 2004, FIDO has been organizing biennial Fraser Island conferences to provide a forum for discussion
and sharing of new knowledge about Fraser Island with a much wider interested public. The 2004
Conference was held at Noosa and the 2006 Conference was held at Sippy Downs but the next three
conferences were held in Brisbane.
In a renewed collaboration between FIDO and the University of the Sunshine Coast, the next Fraser Island
Conference “Sand, Sea and Sun” at the USC’s Innovation Centre, Sippy Downs on Wednesday 12th August,
2015. This will move the conference closer to Hervey Bay and because it coincides with the Ekka public
holiday makes it available to Brisbane
FIDO is now seeking abstracts for potential presentations that outline recent research findings and new
information about Fraser Island that will help to understand its Outstanding Universal Value that has
earned it a place on the World Heritage List and that may help in the management of this site. The theme
is particularly compatible with our understanding of the geomorphology, the marine environment and the
impacts of climate change. It also allows scope to discuss the natural beauty of the site which is one of the
three World Heritage criteria that Fraser Island has met. Biological topics including fauna and flora studies
are also welcomed. Abstracts for proposed papers should be submitted to john@fido.org org by the end
of February, 2015 and those submitting them will be notified if they are accepted soon afterwards. A web
site for the conference will be opened at www.fido.org.au in August.
Following up on the theme of the fifth Fraser Island Conference, “A Natural Laboratory”, FIDO is also
hoping to facilitate more Fraser Island research by making outstations remoter parts of Fraser Island
available to assist researchers wanting to work in environments remote from Dilli Village. Access to the
more pristine forest sites and lakes as well as the oldest dune landscapes and estuarine areas has been a
handicap for researchers since the demolition of the former shack beside Lake Coomboo in the early 1980s.
FIDO has recently helped renovate barracks accommodation near Lake Allom as part of a Friends of Parks
Project. These could allow researchers to work in much more easily in remoter sites.
Dates for the Diary
What:
Where:
When:
For:

Cost:
More info:
What:
Where:
When:
For:

Cost:
More info:

FINIA Marine Debris Workshop
Woocoo Community Hall, Oakhurst
Thursday 14 August 1-4pm
Clean ups are an excellent opportunity for the community to participate in activities to not
only improve the aesthetics of this internationally significant site, but also on species which
rely on Fraser Island as habitat – particularly shorebirds and marine turtles which are known
to ingest plastics. It’s a busy space, but there’s always more to do. But what are the barriers
that prevent more clean ups from happening and how can we maximise people’s time and
effort to ensure that your clean-up is effective? Please join us for the FREE Marine Debris
Workshop and be a part of the conversation as well as part of the solution.
FREE (afternoon tea will be provided)
Sue Sargent at the BMRG on (07) 4181 2999 or sue.sargent@bmrg.org.au
FIDO Bush Regeneration Trip
Fraser Island – from Brisbane or Sunshine Coast
24-30 August (Eurong) and 6-12 September (Happy Valley)
Costs include transport, island tours, food and accommodation. Volunteers aim to complete
20 hours of volunteer work during the week focussing on weeding operations and monitoring
the impacts to the natural integrity of Fraser Island by visual and photographic
recording during the course of the week. There’s also ample time to explore parts of the
island! The Eurong trip will be led by John Sinclair and Happy Valley by FIDO‘s Peter Shooter.
Eurong 24-30 August ($200) and Happy Valley 6-12 September (TBA)
www.fido.org.au or http://www.finia.org.au/econtent.php?eid=32
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What:
Where:
When:
For:

Cost:
More info:
What:
Where:
When:
For:

Cost:
More info:
What:
Where:
When:
For:

Cost:
More info:
What:
Where:
When:
For:

Cost:
More info:

CVA Naturewise Conservation holiday – Fraser Island Conservation
Departing and returning to Maroochydore
11-15 August, 8-12 September, 20-24 October & 3-7 November.
4 night’s accommodation on Fraser Island, return transfers from Maroochydore, all meals.
Maximum 7 passengers, Conservation Volunteers guide, conservation activities, scheduled
sightseeing activities on Fraser Island
From $840
www.naturewise.com.au, bookings@naturewise.com.au or phone 1800 032 501
Fraser Island Eco-Experience
Fraser Island, departing and returning to Nambour
5-7 September
Experience Fraser Island on a guided volunteering experience. Includes transport from
Nambour in an 11 seater Troopie 4WD, two experienced environmental guides, all meals, 2
nights’ accommodation in ranger dorms, experience the island whilst helping Rangers with
environmental restoration projects. Places are limited.
$120
Contact Jacqui @ ECOllaboration on 07 5476 4777 or info@ecollaboration.org.au.
FIDO & NPAQ George Haddock Track
Fraser Island
5-11 October 2014
We are aiming at a minimum of 20 hours of volunteer work during the week. While any
enthusiastic volunteers will be welcome, those with navigation, map reading and GPS skills to
define the track; people with chainsaw or track building skills will be particularly appreciated.
FREE
John Sinclair - john@sinclair.org.au or phone 0418 650 535
Australasian Wildlife Management Society Conference:
Pullman, King George Square, Brisbane
2-4 December
Major theme of the conference is Wildlife Management in Australasia. The conference is
open to all areas of wildlife management and all wildlife managers are encouraged to
participate. Includes the symposia - Wildlife Management on Inhabited Islands. Managing
wildlife on inhabited islands poses unique and complex dimensions, and Queensland has
some of the most famous inhabited islands in Australasia, including Fraser Island, Stradbroke
Island and those in the Great Barrier Reef. Humans on islands exaggerate the pressures on
wildlife (both on the island and in the surrounding waters) and the conflicts that are difficult
for policy makers and land managers to address. This full-day symposium will bring together
researchers, community members, managers and policy makers to discuss ecological and
human dimensions of managing island ecosystems. The symposium will be of great interest
to those addressing the varied expectations of communities when managing wildlife in the
spotlight of high human visitation, and is also relevant to people interested in Fraser Island.
Day registration $295 (member), $345 (non-member), $195 (student/concession member)
and $295 (Student/concession non-member).
http://www.awms.org.au/conference
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Funding Opportunities
What:
For:

When:
Phone:
Email:
Website:
What:
For:
When:
Email:
Phone:
Website:

What:
For:

When:
Phone:
Email:
Website:
What:
For:

When:
Email:
Phone:
Website:
What:
For:

When:
Phone:
Email:
Website:

Everyone's Environment grants program
Round three is offering $5 million to assist eligible local groups across Queensland.
Community and school based groups, landcare and conservation organisations, and research
institutions can apply for up to $100,000 through this round of the program for projects
which will undertake on-ground activities to help rejuvenate the environment in priority
areas—in three different streams, including conservation, heritage and research.
Round 3 now open – closes 5pm, 15 August 2014.
(07) 3330 6360
everyonesenvironmentgrants@ehp.qld.gov.au
http://www.qld.gov.au/environment/pollution/funding/everyones/
Gambling Community Benefit Fund
One-off grants of up to $35,000 (inc. GST) for not-for-profit organisations to help provide
community services or activities that benefit the Queensland community.
Closing date for next for next round 31 August 2014
cbf@treasury.qld.gov.au
(07) 3247 4284
http://www.justice.qld.gov.au/corporate/sponsorships-and-grants/grants/communitybenefit-funding-programs
Norman Wettenhall Foundation – Small Environmental Grant Scheme
Projects that enhance or maintain the vitality and diversity of the Australian natural living
environment. Objectives of the Small Environmental Grants Scheme (up to $10K) are to
support Australian biodiversity projects that are concerned with one or more of the
following: monitoring/recording data, community education, community capacity building
(training) and research/science. NWF has funded projects ranging from supporting local
communities to maintain or restore habitat; to the production of education kits; and the
publication and dissemination of research information.
Expressions of interest open, grant round opens 8 September 2014 - get in early!
(03) 5472 1316 - Elizabeth (Beth) Mellick, Executive Officer
beth@nwf.org.au
http://www.nwf.org.au/
Caring for our Community Grants
Organisations are invited to apply for one-off funding of up to $5,000 to purchase essential
equipment to enhance service delivery to Queenslanders. The aim of the Caring for our
Community initiative is to assist community organisations and volunteer groups to purchase
essential equipment to support Queensland communities. The majority of grants will be up
to $5,000. A small number of grants between $5,000 and $15,000 may be available
depending on the needs of particular communities for specific projects and equipment.
Closing date 4.00 pm Friday 26 September 2014
cfoc@communities.qld.gov.au
(07) 3224 8050
https://communities.smartygrants.com.au/caringforourccommunity1415
The Mullum Trust
Supports projects which have significant, ongoing or catalytic environmental outcomes.
Grants are available from $100 to $10,000. Projects with specific localised environmental
outcomes are preferred, although projects which are locally based but have far reaching
impacts are also encouraged.
Ongoing
Mr Ryan Neoh on (03) 9671 6658
rneoh@deloitte.com.au
http://thetrusteeforthemullumtrust.myob.net/
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What:
For:

When:
Email:
Website:

Friends of Parks
$5000 to $25,000 for practical activities such as: recreational services (projects that support
the development and improvement of facilities for adventure and nature activities), visitor
services (projects that support visitor enjoyment of parks such as guided activities, creation
of trail maps, meeting and greeting visitors and assisting with the provision of visitor advice
and wildlife, heritage and conservation management services (projects that support wildlife
monitoring, revegetation, plant propagation, cultural heritage conservation and track
maintenance/monitoring to protect and enhance parks.
Currently unknown.
qpws@nprsr.qld.gov.au
http://www.nprsr.qld.gov.au/about/employment/volunteering/friends-parks-small-grantsprog.html

For those of you that like Facebook – you may want to keep an eye on Australian Grants and Awards page
who keep a watchful eye on additional funding opportunities as they become available:
https://www.facebook.com/ausgrants
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